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Spin Evans absolutely must become a friend of Martin Markham if he wants to escape the camp
where parents want to send. The arrival in their neighborhood new neighbors, Jack and Veronica
Hulka, soon gives them the perfect opportunity to forge strong bonds of friendship. Spin and Martin
are in fact convinced that immigrants are nothing less than demons: they will then stop at nothing to
confuse craziness. This is one of the best Disney Channel Original Movies I've seen. It was well
written, and kept me interested and entertained. It is a kids movie, so it's not meant to be taken too
seriously. Great for a lazy or free weekend. I saw this movie not long ago and I can tell you that I was
quite surprised at how good it was. At the beginning it appeared to be rather silly, but not long after,
it became humorous and appealing. The humour in this movie is clean and funny and doesn't rely on
the sick, filthy trash which most movies have been relying on lately. Just don't take it too seriously or
you may not enjoy this movie to its fullest extent. All in all, this is a fun, entertaining movie that the
whole family can enjoy. 7cb1d79195
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